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Accountant :  ����� 
a person that works with the money and accounts of a company. 
 

Actor /Actress :  ��	� /���	�  
a person that acts in a play or a movie. 
 

Advertising manager : ا����ت ���� 
someone who takes care of the advertising activities of an organisation. 
 

Agriculture adviser / Farming adviser :  �زرا�� / �����ر ا��را� ���� 
someone who provides technical assistance and advice on farming. 
 

Agronomist : س زرا���� � 
an expert in soil managent and filed-crop production. 
 

Air traffic control : ��!"ا� �ا$� ا���آ�� 
a person who is responsible for remotely monitoring and directing the movements 

of aircraft as part of a system of air traffic control. 
 

Ambassador : �%&� 
an important official who works in a foreign country representing his or her own 

country there. 
 

Announcer : '�(� 
someone who introduces programmes or reads the news on the television or raido. 
 

Archaeologist : ّا(�ر +��� 
someone who studies archaeology. 
 

Architect : ري�	س �-�� � 
a person that designs building and houses. 
 

Archivist : .%� أ�%0 ا/ر
someone who works in an archive. 
 

Artist :  ن��3 
someone who paints, draws, or makes sculptures 
 

Astronaut : را�6 �53ء 
someone who travels and works in a spacecraft 
 

Astronomer : 7�3 +��� 

a person who studies the stars and the universe. 
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Astrologer : +"�� 
a person who claims to predic future events by practising astrology.  
 

Athlete :  �8ر�� 
someone who is good at sports and who often does sports. 
 

Auctioneer :  اد / ا��/ل�	6' ا��;  
someone who is in charge of selling the things at an auction. 
 

Author / writer : .�<�  /�=آ�  
a person that writes books or novels. 
 

Babysitter :  ا<&�ل �أ<&�ل / ?�%� �%;�� 
someone who takes care of children while their parents are away for a short time.  
 

Baker : ز�@A 

a person that makes bread and cakes and normally works in a bakery. 
 

Banker : �3�B� 
someone who works in a bank in an important position. 
 

Bank clerk : 7�; .C!� 
a person employed in a bank to deal with customers. 
 

Barber : ق�E 
someone whose job is to cut men’s hair. 
 

Barman / Bartender : �ا���$� �3 ا���� 
a man who serves drinks in a bar. 
 

Beautician : �	"	%� / ا�	�6 ا��"�BAأ 
a trained person whose job it is to improve the appearance of a customer's face , 

body, and hair, using make-up and beauty treatments. 
 

Beekeeper : ( ���ا� �;�� ) ل��� 
A person who keeps bees and harvests the honey. 
 

Bellboy / Bellhop : ق��دم ا�&�A 
a young man who carries bags, takes messages etc in a hotel. 
 

Bike mechanic : ( ا��را?�ت I�B�) �=�"� 
 is a mechanic who repairs bicycles. 
 

Blacksmith / ironsmith :  ا���اد 
a person who makes and repairs iron objects. 
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Boatman:  �@اآ�� 

a person who hires out boats or provides transport by boat. 
 

Bookbinder : ��Jا� ��"� 
Someone whose job is to repair or restore books especially books covers. 
 

Booking clerck : ا��)اآ� �"E .C!� 
someone whose job is to sell tickets, for example at a railway station or a theatre. 
 

Bookseller : ��J6' ا��; 
a person who sells books. 
 

Bricklayer / builder :  ء��; 
a person whose job is to build walls, houses, and other structures. 
 

Broker : ر��	� 
Someone who arranges sales or business agreements for other people. 
 

Building carpenter / Construction carpenter : ( ���@� ر�"� ) I��� ر�"� 
a person in charge of shaping and installation of building materials during 

the construction of buildings. 
 

Businessman / businesswoman  :    ل�	ل / �%�ة أ��	ر?� ا�  
someone who works in business, especially one who has a high position in a 

company. 
 

Butcher  : ار�? 

a person that works with meat. They cut the meat and sell it in their shop. 
 

Calligrapher : ط�MNا� 
a person who is skilled at producing beautiful writing using special pens or brushes. 
 

Cameraman : ر!B� 
a person who operates a camera  when films or television programs are being made. 
 

Captain : ن�M@$ 
the person who controls a ship or plane 
 

Caregiver :  O8�� 0 او%��� Q%�? / �م ا������R� 
someone  who takes care of a person who is young, old or sick. 
 

Carpenter  : ر�"� 
a person that makes things from wood including houses and furniture. 
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Cashier : وق��Bأ�%0 ا� 
someone whose job is to take and pay out money in a shop or bank. 
 

Carter :  / رو�Jا� �ا�-�; S6�� 
someone whose job is to drive a cart . 
 

Cartographer : T6ا�Nر��م ا� 
someone who makes or draws maps. 
 

Cartoonist : �%=�Jر��م آ�ر� 
someone who draws cartoons. 
 

Caterer : ت�&E � -�� 
a person or company that provides food and drink for a place for special occasions 

such as wedding and parties. 
 

Chauffeur : ص�A S6�� 
someone whose job is to drive a car for someone else. 
 

Chef/Cook  : خ�@> 
a person that prepares food for others, often in a restaurant or café. 
 

Circus performer : ك�%� ��/ 
A person who does various acrobatic performances. 
 

Cleaner : ��J� او ��3 ��ر� ���� 
a person that cleans/tidies an area or place (such as in an office) 
 

Clerk : .C!� 
a person who works in an office, dealing with records or performing general office 

duties. 
 

Clown : ج� � 
an entertainer who wears funny clothes, has a painted face, and makes people laugh 

by performing tricks and behaving in a silly way. 
 

Coach : رب�� 
someone whose job is to train and organize a sports team. 
 

Collector : �B�� 
an official who is responsible for collecting money. 
 

Composer : 0��	ا� 
someone who writes music. 
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Commissioner : ض!&� 
someone who is officially in charge of a government department in some countries 
 

Concert promoter : ت�&E S��� 
an organizer of concerts. 
 

Conductor : ( ي (;�6' ا��)اآ���	آ 
someone whose job is to sell tickets on a bus, train, or other public vehicle. 
 

Confectioner : ا��!�E 
someone who makes or sells sweets, cakes etc. 
 

Conservator / Restorer :  +��� 
a person responsible for the repair and preservation of things of cultural or 

environmental interest, such as buildings or works of art. 
 

Construction worker : ء��; ���� 
a person who works in the construction industry, esp one engaged in manual work. 
 

Consul : �B�$ 
an official chosen by a government to live in a foreign city, in order to take 

care of people from the official's own country who travel or live there, and to 

protect the trade interests of that government. 
 

Contractor : ول�R� 
a person that arranges to supply materials or workers for building or for moving 

goods. 
 

Coroner : ���� �%@> 
an official who examines the reasons for a person's death. 
 

Courier : ���� 
a person that takes messages, letters, or parcels from one person or place to 

another. 
 

Craftsman : �3�E 
a person who is skilled in a particular craft. 
 

Criminal : م�"� 
someone who commits a crime. 
 

Critic : �$�� 
a person who judges the merits of literary or artistic works, especially one who does 

so professionally. 
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Crook : ل���� 
a very dishonest person, especially a criminal or a cheat. 
 

Customer service assistant : ء�	ا�- ���A .C!� 
the primary point of contact between a business and its customers. If 

customers want to find information, get advice or make a complaint, they will talk to 

a customer service assistant. 
 

Cutler : ( 0%آ�Jا�� '��[ ) ��%آ�Jا�� 
a person who makes, sells, or repairs knives and other cutting instruments. 
 

Dancer: �B$را$\ / را 
someone who dances either as a job or for pleasure. 
 

Dean : �%�آ �%	� 
an official of high rank in a college or university who is responsible for the 

organization of a department or departments. 
 

Decorator : ف�A�� 
a person whose job is to decorate the interior of buildings by painting the walls and 

hanging wallpaper. 
 

Delivery man : �%[!ر?� ا�� 
 a man who delivers goods to people. 
 

Dentist  :  ن��ا^� �%@> 
a person that can fix problems you have with your teeth. 
 

Deputy : �%�6 / وآ�� 
is the second most important person in an organization. 
 

Deputy Headteacher : �ر��	�6 ���� ا��� 
the second most important person after  the headteacher.  
 

Designer  : +	B� 
a person who has the job of designing things. 
 

Detective / investigator : SR�� 
someone whose job is to discover information about a crime. 
 

Director : ج�N� 
a person who is in charge of a film or play and tells the actors how to play their 

parts. 
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Dietitian :  ��(_= �6�BAأ 
a person whose job is to give people advice about what to eat in order to be 

healthy. 
 

Dishwasher : ا^<@�ق ���` 
a person employed to wash dishes. 
 

Diver :  اص!` 
a person who dives as a sport, or who works or searches for things underwater using 

special breathing equipment 
 

Doctor  : �%@> 
a person whose job is to treat people who are sick or hurt. 
 

Doorkeeper / Janitor : ر�R� رس�E / اب!; 
a person who guards the entrance of a building. 
 

Dresser : Q%@� 
a person employed to dress actors, care for costumes,etc., at a theater, television st

udio, or the like. 
 

Dressmaker : �	��E ط�%A 
someone who makes women's clothes 
 

Driver : S6�� 
someone who drives vehicles. 
 

Drug dealer : رات�N� �?�= 
a person who sells illegal drugs. 
 

Dry cleaner : ا�"�ف .%a�ا�� ���_� ���� 
someone whose business is dry cleaning. 
 

Dustman/Refuse collector : �3�a�ا� ���� 
a person that collects trash/rubbish from bins in the street. 
 

Dyer : ��	$/ا b;�[ 
a person whose job is dyeing cloth and other materials. 
 

Economist : دي�B�$د / ا�B�$ا +��� 
a person who studies or has a special knowledge of economics 
 

Editor : ����= Q%6ر / ر��� 
a person who corrects or changes pieces of text or films before they are printed 

or shown, or a person who is in charge of a newspaper or magazine. 
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Electrician : �6�;� آ 
someone whose job is to put in or repair electrical equipment. 
 

Emperor : ا�@�ا<!ر 
a male ruler of an empire. 
 

Empress : ا�@�ا<!رة 
a female ruler of an empire, or the wife of an empror. 
 

Engineer  : س�� � 
a person who develops solutions to technical problems. They sometimes design, 

build, or maintain engines, machines, structures or public works. 
 

Estate agent : رات�R� ر��	� 
someone who sells buildings and land as their job. 
 

Executive : ي(%&�= ���� 
someone in a high position, especially in business, who makes decisions and puts 

them into action. 
 

Explorer : .�J��� 
someone who travels through an unknown area to find out about it. 
 

Executioner: م ا/��ام�JEا (&�� 
someone whose job is to execute criminals. 
 

Extra :  آ!�@�رس 
A background actor or extra is a performer in a film, television show, who appears in 

a nonspeaking or nonsinging (silent) capacity, usually in the background. 
  

Farmer : �3ح / ��ارع 
a person that works on a farm, usually with animals. 
 

Fashion designer : أز��ء +	B� 
a person who designs high-fashion clothing. 
 

Filling station attendant / gas station attendant   �����@ا� ����  
a worker at a full-service filling station who performs services other than accepting 

payment. Tasks usually include pumping fuel, cleaning windshields, and checking 

vehicle oil levels. 
 

Fireman/Firefighter :  ء�&>eر?� ا 
someone who puts out fires. 
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Fisherman : د�%[ 
a person that catches fish. 
 

Fishmonger : (7	6' ا���;) ك�	� 
someone who sells fish. 
 

Flight attendant : <%�ان �5%&� 
someone who serves passengers on an aircraft. 
 

Florist : 6' ا��ه!ر�; 
a person that works with flowers. 
 

Footballer : آ�ة $�م ��/ 
someone who plays football, especially as a job. 
 

Foreman:  ل�	ا�- Q%6ل / ر�	آ@%� ا�- 
a skilled person with experience who is in charge of and watches over a group 

of workers. 
 

Gardener : �����@ا� 
a person that keeps gardens clean and tidy. They take care of the plants in the 

garden. 
 

Glassmaker : ا��?�ج '��[ 
Somone who makes glass. 
 

Glazier : آ� ا��?�ج�� 
a person whose trade is fitting glass into windows and doors. 
 

Goldsmith : b6�[ 
a person who makes gold articles. 
 

Governor : g3��� 
someone who controls a region or organization. 
 

Graphic designer : 7%3ا�? +	B� 
a person who designs advertisements, magazines and books by combining pictures 

and words.  
 

Gravedigger : ر!@Rر ا��&E 
a person who digs graves. 
 

Greengrocer : (�5رN6' ا��;) �5يNا� 
someone who sells fresh vegetables and fruit. 
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Grocer : ل�R@ا� 
someone who sells food and small thing for the home. 
 

Guard : رس�E 
a person whose job is to protect a person, place, or thing from danger or attack. 
 

Gunsmith :  6' ا���ح�; / '��[ 
someone whose job is to sell guns in a shop. 
 

Haberdasher  ���?ر Q;�� '6�; / (�>�%Nدوات / ;�6' ادوات ا��N6' ا��; ) �?د�Nا� 
is a person who sells small articles for sewing, such as buttons, ribbons, zippers . 

a retail dealer in men's furnishings, as shirts, ties,gloves, socks, and hats. 
 

Hairdresser : �-ا�� .&B� 
someone whose job is to cut people’s hair. 
 

Headteacher : ( Headmaster / Headmistress)  :  (�/ ����ة ��ر� �ر��� ����) : �ر��� ���� 
someone who is in charge of a school. 
 

Historian : رخ<� 
Someone who writes about or studies history. 
 

Hosier : �@!آ�	ا� Q;�	ا�"!ارب و ا� '��[ 
a person who makes or deals in hose or stockings or  goods knitted or woven like 

hose. 
 

Housekeeper: ل��ة ����� 
a person, especially a woman, whose job is to organize another person's house and 

deal with cooking, cleaning, etc. 
 

Housewife : ل��� �ر; 
a woman whose work is inside the home, doing the cleaning, cooking, etc 
 

Hunter : ( ا��ت!%E) د�%[ 
a person or an animal that hunts animals for food or for sport. 
 

ICT Technician : ت/�B=/-�!��ت و ا	ا� �%?!�!�J= �6�BAا 

someone who is responsible for the management, maintenance and development of 

all ICT equipment and the provision of technical advice and support for ICT 

curriculum related activities together with in house development and support for 

teaching and learning. 
 

Imam : إ��م 
the person who leads prayers in a mosque. 
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Instructor :  �%�	� / ��رس � �رات �رس �3 ا�"��-�� 
a teacher of a college or university subject, who usually teaches a limited 

number of classes. 

a person whose job is to teach people a practical skill . e.g. driving/ski instructor. 
 

Inspector : i�&� 
an official employed to ensure that official regulations are obeyed, especially in 

public services. 
 

Interviewer : ور��� 
the person who asks the questions in an interview. 
 

Ironmonger : دوات�Nا����� و ا� �?�= 
a shopkeeper who sells articles for the house and garden such as tools, nails, 

and pans. 
 

Jeweler : "!ه�ات	ا�"!اه�?� / ;�6' ا� 
a person who sells and sometimes repairs jewelry and watches. 
 

Jockey : �%N�3رس �@�$�ت ا� 
a person whose job is riding horses in races. 
 

Journalist  : �&�[ 
someone whose job is writing for newspapers, magazines, television, or radio. 
 

Judge : ض�$ 
someone who controls a court and decides how criminals should be punished. 
 

King : 7�� 
a man who rules a country because he is from a royal family. 
 

Labourer : ���� 
someone whose work needs physical strength, for example building work. 
 

Lab technician : �@�N� �3 
a technician who assists with or carries out work in a building or room equipped for 

conducting scientific research or for teaching practical science, such as by carrying 

out routine tests and analysing the results. 
 

Lawyer : ����� 
a person that defends people in court and gives legal advice. 
 

Laundress :  ����` 
a woman whose work is the washing and ironing of clothes, linens, etc. 
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Lecturer : �8��� 
someone who gives lectures. 
 

Librarian : �@�J� 0%أ� 
someone who works in a library. 
 

Lifeguard : (R�	ا� / j>رس ا����E 
a person that saves lives where people swim (at a beach or swimming pool). 
 

Locksmith : و ا/$&�ل I%=�R	ا� '��[ 
someone who makes and repairs locks and  supplies keys. 
 

Logger  / Lumberjack : ب�ME 
someone whose job is cutting down trees for wood. 
 

Lyricist : �6��` ���� 
someone who writes the words for songs 

 

Magician : �Eا��� 
a person who has magic powers in stories, or who performs tricks for entertainment  
 

Maid : �د��A 
a woman who works as a servant in a hotel or in someone's home. 
 

Make-up artist : (�%	"ا�� S%E��� '8!; م!R� 0� ) k%J	� 
a person who applies cosmetics to a person, such as to a model or actor.  
 

Manager : ���� 
the person who is responsible for managing an organization. 
 

Mayor : ة�	� 
a person who is elected or chosen to lead the group who governs a town or city. 
 

Mechanic : �J%��J%� 
Someone whose job is to repair machines. 
 

Member of Parliament : ن�	5! ;��� 
a person who has been elected by the people in a particular area to represent them 

in a country's parliament. The abbreviation MP is often used. 
 

Midwife : ��;�Rا� 
a person, usually a woman, who is trained to help women when they are giving birth  
 

Milkman : ( �%�6' ا���; ) ا��@�ن 
a person who sells or delivers milk. 
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Miller : ن��> 
a person, especially in the past, who owned or was in charge of a mill. 
 

Miner : 0��-���; �_��	?+/ ا���	ا� ���� 
a person who works in a mine. 
 

Minister : وز�� 
a head of a government department. 
 

Model : از��ء �ر8�� 
Someone whose job is wearing clothes for photographs or fashion shows. 
 

Moneylender :  (�;ا�� �;�R� ل�	ض ا��R� )�;ا�	ا� 
someone whose business is to lend money to people, especially someone who 

makes people pay back a lot more money than they have borrowed 
 

Musician : �R%�!� 
someone who is skilled in playing music, usually as a job. 
 

Nanny : ا<&�ل �%;�� 
a person, typically a woman, employed to look after a child in its own home. 
 

News vendor : "�ت	و ا� .�B6' ا��; 
a person who sells newspapers 
 

Novelist : �6آ�=� روا 
a person who writes novels . 
 

Nun : �@راه 
a member of a female religious group that lives in a convent. 
 

Nurse : �8�	� 
a person trained to help a doctor look after the sick or injured. 
 

Officer : T;�8 
a member of the police force. 
 

Operator : .=� / ���� ا� �ا���!�� ���� 
a person who helps to connect people on a phone system. 
 

Ophthalmologists : ن!%� �%@> 
a specialist in the branch of medicine concerned with the study and treatment of 

disorders and diseases of the eye. 
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Optician : رات�a�ا� '��[ 
Someone whose job is to make glasses. 
 

Paediatrician : ا<&�ل �%@> 
a doctor who has special training in medical care for children. 
 

Painter :  ش / ده�ن�R� / ر��م 
a person that paints pictures or the interior and exterior of buildings. 
 

Palmist : .Jرئ ا��$ 
a person who claims to recount past, and forecasts future, events on the basis of the 

characteristics of clients' palms. 
 

Paramedic : .-�� 
a person whose job is to provide emergency medical care to sick or injured people 

who are being taken to a hospital. 
 

Pawnbroker :  0ره �;�R� ل�	ض ا��R� 

a person who lends money in exchange for objects that he or she can sell if 

the person leaving the objects does not pay an agreed amount of money in 

an agreed time. 
 

Paymaster :  =@�ت�	اف ا��[ 
someone who is responsible for giving people their wages that they are owed. 
 

Peddler : 6' ��"!ل�; 
a person who goes from place to place  selling  small goods, usually by going from 

house to house. 
 

Pepperer / spice-dealer : ر�M� 
a merchant who sells pepper and other spices. 
 

Pharmacist /Chemist :  ���%[ 
Someone who prepares or sells medicines. 
 

Philosopher :  3%��!ف 
someone who studies or writes about the meaning of life 
 

Photographer : �3ر 3!=!`�ا!B� 
Someone whose job is to take photographs. 
 

Physiotherapist : �-%@> �6 ��ج�BAأ 
someone who treats people using physiotherapy. 
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Pilot: ر�%> 
a person who flies a plane. 
 

Pirate :  ن�[�$ 
someone who attacks ships and steals from them. 

 

Plasterer : رة��� n%@� 
a person whose job is to cover the walls and ceilings with plaster. 
 

Plumber : ك�@� 
Someone whose job is to repair or connect water system or pipes. 
 

Poet : ���� 
a person who writes poems 
 

Politician : ���%� 
a person who works in politics. 
 

Policeman/Policewoman : �%>�� / �>�� 
a member of the police force. 
 

Porter : ل�	E 
a person whose job is to carry things, especially travellers' bags. 
 

Postman : ���; ���� 
a man who takes and delivers letters . 
 

Potter : (ر�N&ا� '��[ ) اف�A 
someone who makes pots, dishes etc out of clay. 
 

Poultryman : ( 0?ا��وا �;�� ) �?ا�&�ار 

a person who raises domestic fowls, especially chickens, to sell as meat: a chicken 

farmer. 
 

Presenter : kم ;�ا��R� 
a person who introduces and appears in a television or radio programme. 
 

President : �دو� Q%6ر 
the elected head of a republican state.  
 

Prime minister: ا�!زراء Q%6ر 
the head of an elected government; the principal minister of a sovereign or state. 
 

Priest : Q$ 
someone who performs religious duties and ceremonies. 
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Presser : �?!J	ا� 
a person whose occupation is pressing or ironing clothes in a laundry . 
 

Printer : ���@> ���� 
a person whose job is to print books, newspapers, and magazines. 
 

Producer :  k��� 
a person who makes the practical and financial arrangements needed to make 

a film, play, or television or radio programme. 
 

Professor : �-��? أ���ذ 
 a teacher of the highest rank in a university department.  
 

Programmer : k��@� 
a person whose job is to produce computer programs. 
 

Prompter : 0R�� 

a person who whispers the script to the actors who have forgotten their part during 

the performance of a play. 
 

Prosecutor : �;�%� �%وآ 
a lawyer who is trying to prove in a court of law that someone is guilty of a crime. 
 

Psychiatrist :  ��&� �%@> 
a doctor trained in the treatment of mental illness. 
 

Psychologist : ��&� +��� / ��&� �6�BAا 
someone who studies the human mind and human emotions and behaviour, and 

how different situations have an effect on people . 
 

Public prosecutor : �6 ا�-�م��ا� 
a lawyer who works for the government, and tries to prove in acourt of law that 

someone has done something illegal. 
 

Queen : �J�� 
the wife of a king. 
 

radiographer : �-� 3�� ا^
a person who is trained to take X-rays . 
 

Receptionist : ل�@Rا�� .C!� 
someone who works in a hotel or office and answers the phone and deals with 

visitors when they arrive. 
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Referee : +JE 
a person who is in charge of a sports game and who makes certain that the rules are 

followed. 
 

Ranger : �;�_رس ا��E 
someone whose job is to look after a forest or area of countryside. 
 

Reporter : ا���� 
someone whose job is to write about news events for a newspaper, or to tell people 

about them on television or on the radio.  
 

Researcher : pE�; 
someone whose job is to study a subject carefully, especially in order to discover 

new information or understand the subject better. 
 

Retiree : ���R�� 
a person who has stopped working. 
 

Sailor : ر��; 
Someone who works in ships or boats, or who sails as a sport. 
 

Sales representative : وب �@%-�ت�� 
someone whose job is to sell a company’s products, often by traveling to 

different places. 
 

Scrap dealer :  دة�Nا�  �?�= 
Someone who buys and sells scrap metal. 
 

Sculptor :  ت��� 
someone who creates sculptures. 
 

Seamstress : �>�%A 
a woman whose job is sewing and making clothes. 
 

Second-hand dealer : ��	-��� '�� �?�= 
a person who deals in second-hand things, such as cars, or furniture. 
 

Servant : دم�A 
Someone  who was paid to clean someone’s house, cook for them etc . 
 

Science storekeeper : ا�-�!م �	أ�� �- 
someone who performs store activities involving procurement, storage mixing and 

dispensing of  solutions, chemicals, scientific supplies and equipment used in 

scientific teaching and research.   
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Scientist :  +��� 
Someone who studies science or works in science. 
 

Secretary : �%=�J� 

a person employed in an office who types letters, keeps records etc. 
 

shepherd : را�� 
a person whose job is to take care of sheep and move them from one place to 

another. 
 

Shoemaker / cobbler : (��(E^ا '��[) �3�J�eا 
a person that makes shoes. 
 

Shoeshiner / Boot polisher / Shoe-shine boy : ��(E^ا '	�� 
someone who polishes shoes for money. 
 

Shop assistant / sales assistant : '6�; 
someone whose job is selling things in shops. 
 

Singer : ��_� 
a person who sings. 
 

Sniper : ص��$ 
someone who shoots at people from a hidden position. 
 

Social worker : ���	�?�6 ا�BAأ 
someone who is trained to help people who are poor, have family problems etc. 
 

Soldier : ي��? 
a member of the army of a country, especially someone who is not an officer. 
 

Speech therapist : �>�N= �6�BAأ 
a person whose job is to help people with speech and language problems to speak 

more clearly. 
 

Spinner : ( ط!%N0 �_�ل ا��) ال�` 
a person occupied in making thread by spinning. 
 

Stableman : �%A Q6�� 
a man or boy who works in a stable 
 

Steward : ل�	أ� ���� 
a person whose job is to organize a particular event, or provide services to particular 

people or to take care of  a particular place. 
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Stockbroker : �[ر ا�@!ر��	� 
 a broker who buys and sells securities on a stock exchange on behalf of clients. 
 

Storekeeper : زن�N� 0%أ� 
a person responsible for stored goods. 
 

Student : ���> 
someone who is learning at a school. 
 

Stuntman / Stuntwoman :   (0%��		ة ;�/ �0 ا��MNه� ا���	دي ا�<�) �%�;دو 
a person employed to take an actor's place in performing dangerous stunts. 
 

Supervisor : q?!� / ا$� / ���ف�� 
someone who supervises a person or activity. 
 

Surgeon : اح�? 
a doctor who is specially trained to perform medical operations. 
 

Surveyor : �E��	ا� ��ح ا/را�8 / 3��� 
a person whose job is to measure and record the details of areas of land. 
 

Tailor :  ���?ط ر�%A 
someone whose job is to make or repair clothes, especially men's clothes. 
 

Tanner : ( ا�"�!د b;�� 0�) د;�غ 
someone whose job is to tan animal skins. 
 

Tax collector : �6ا��5ا �B�� 
someone who works for the government and makes sure that people pay their 

taxes. 
 

Teacher / educator : رس�� 
someone whose job is to teach in a school, college, etc. 
 

Technician : ��3 
a worker trained with special skills, especially in science or engineering  
 

Thief : \� 
a person who steals. 
 

Tile installer / Tile setter : وا8' أو ��آ� ا�@�ط 
a person who applies tile made of durable materials like ceramic, granite, porcelain 

or even cement, to cover such surfaces as floors, shower stalls, countertops, walls 

and patios. 
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Trader / Merchant : �?�= 
a person who buys and sells things. 
 

Translator  / interpreter: +?��� 
someone who translates from one language to another. 
 

Traffic warden : ور�	ا� �>�� 
someone whose job is to check that people have not parked their cars illegally. 
 

Trainer : رب�� 
someone who trains people or animals for sport or work. 
 

Travel agent : �&� �%وآ 
someone whose job is making travel arrangements for people. 
 

Tour guide : �E�%� ���� 
a person employed to show tourists around places of interest. 
 

Tobacconist : �6�"6' ا���; /b@ع ا���; 
someone who has a shop that sells tobacco, cigarettes etc. 
 

Undersecretary : وآ%� وزارة 
is a senior official with an important post in a government department.  
 

Undertaker : �=!ا���� 
a person whose job is to prepare dead bodies that are going to be buried. 
 

Upholsterer : �"�� 
someone whose job is to make and fit the soft covering on chairs and seats. 
 

Usher :  �?�E 
someone who works in a law court whose job is to guide people in and out of 

the courtrooms. 

someone who shows people to their seats at a theatre,cinema, wedding etc 
 

Veterinary doctor (Vet) : ي�M%; �%@> 
someone whose job is to give medical care to animals that are sick. 
 

Waiter/Waitress : (+-M	ا� ����) �دل / ��د��� 
someone  who works in a restaurant, bringing food to customers 
 

Warrior : رب��� 
A person ho has experience and skill in fighting in a war especially in the past. 
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Watchmaker : �=ا����� 
A person who makes and repairs watches, clocks etc. 
 

Weaver : 76 / ���ج�E 
A person whose job is weaving clothes or other materials. 
 

Welders : م / ���� ا����م��� 
a person whose job is welding metals. 
 

Wet-nurse : �-8�� 
a woman paid to give her breast milk to another woman’s baby. 
 

Wholesaler : ��	? �?�= 
someone  who buys and sells goods in large amounts to shops. 
 

Worker :  ���� 
a person that works in a factory. 
 

Zookeeper : ا��%!ان �R��E رس�E 
a person who works in a zoo, taking care of the animals. 
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